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Overview: part Adel

● Why care about convection?

● Parametrization strategy for deep convection

● Why is the convective cloud fraction in a GCM gridbox 
so small, but still decisive? 

● How does in-cloud condensation affect environmental 
heating indirectly? (compensating subsidence)



  

Why care about convection?

● Precipitation

● Radiation budget

● Vertical stabilization in the tropics

● Impacts on large scale circulation



  

MSE vertical crossection

(Riehl and Malkus,1958)



  

Convective ''tunneling''



  



  

 

CLOUD BASE

~ 100 km



  

Averaging assumption

● Valid if lateral cumulus fluxes are negligible:



  

…''interaction with the environment'' 



  

Parametrization strategy

● Express eddy fluxes as functions of large-scale 
quantities



  

Why is the convective mass flux confined to a very small 
region in space?

~100 km



  

Bjerknes (1938) argument for the 
smallness of 

Cloud: Environment:

Allows following approximations:

~buoyancy:



  

Mass-flux approximation



  

A first parametrization step

OLD

NEW



  

Simple cloud model following AS



  

simple cloud model

Needed: Mc(z=const), E, D



  

Combine fluxes and the cloud model

E drops out



  

compensating subsidence



  

Entrainment and mass lux

Entrainment rate Fractional entrainment rate 
(inverse length) 

Convective mass flux

Assumption



  

Entrainment and mass lux

From simple cloud model

Combined gives 

or

Cloud-base mass flux 
distribution function

Normalized (in terms of cloud-base)
mass flux 



  

Cloud work function

Determined by the thermodynamical vertical 
structure of the environment

Generalized criterion for moist convective instability

Properties:

:

In case of no entrainment (          )
cloud work function equals CAPE 



  

Cloud work function

Vertical mass flux kernel

Detrainment kernel

Mixed layer kernel



  

Forcing

Horizontal and vertical advection by the mean flow

Surface turbulent fluxes (sensible and latent heat)

Rate of change of PBL depth

Radiative heating and cooling

Precipitation and turbulence in stratiform clouds



  

Quasi-equilibrium assumption

Time scale cumulus convection Time scale forcing

Cautionary note:  Cloud work function can still vary with time, 
just not as much as it would if there was no convection



  

Closed parameterization



  

Closed parameterization



  

Conclusion

● Fractional area covered by convective updrafts small, but 
extremely important

● Condensation in convective updrafts warm indirectly 
through compensating subsidence 

● Convective updrafts influence large-scale environment  
through mass fluxes

● Mass fluxes are driven by large-scale forcing (cloud work 
function)

● Quasi-equilibrium closure (sequence of quasi-neutral 
states, ~instantaneous adjustment) 
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